1. Introduction 1. Introduction 1. Introduction 1. Introduction 1. Introduction Electric inspection cars obtain position information by detecting the pole position with a pole position detector and a distance pulse generator. This optical pole detector illuminates poles by a projector and obtains a light reflection of the beam, but this detector does not obtain an accurate light reflection in a small tunnel or at a bridge. We developed an accurate pole position detecting method to use a Doppler laser distance-measuring device and an ATS beacon detector. This paper describes the pole position detecting system which uses a Doppler laser distancemeasuring device. The pole position on overhead contact lines of electric railways is detected by means of an optical receiver searching the shadow of the beam on the roof of electric inspection cars in the daytime. The optical pole detector obtains the light reflection of the beam in a tunnel or at a bridge. But light is obstructed by bridges or over bridges and it is not properly reflected in a small tunnel. To solve these problems, this method adopted an optical pole detecting method with pole position programming, which opens the gate as programmed by a distance pulse generator as the inspection car moves, and defines the pole position when there is an output from the pole detector while the gate is kept open, or outputs a signal of pole position at the gate closing position when a pole has not been detected. Thus this method does both optical detection and poles position programming. However, an accurate pulse cannot be generated on account of overrun or racing of the wheel, even if the pole interval is memorized.
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The new pole detecting method outputs the information on mutual relation between ATS beacon and pole position programming by using the Doppler laser distance-measuring device and the ATS beacon position detector that detects the running position of electric inspection car. Fig. 1 shows this system. If the electric inspec- The principle of the device is shown in Fig. 2 . When the laser beam hits a moving object, the frequency of scattering beam shifts from the frequency of incidence beam by the Doppler effect. When the wave number vector of the irradiation beam is signified by 1 k and 2 k in Fig. 2 ; the wave number vector of the scattering beam by k ; the car speed by v; and the difference in the frequency of irradiation and scattering beams (represented by the vectors Fd , the following equation holds.
When the optical detector (Avalanche photo diode) detects the scattering beams 1 k and 2 k , the Doppler frequency shown by the following equation is generated.
( )
The components of 1 k and 2 k in the vertical direction has the same magnitude, but their directions are opposite from each other. Therefore,
where φ is the crossing angle of scattering beams
The movement distance of the object S is
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(1) Measures the distance by a non-contact measurable method without disrupting the physical properties of the object to be measured, and is free from slip or friction in measuring. (2) Measures the distance to the object with a radial surface and a wide range. (3) Outputs set pitch pulses and set marker pulses. (4) Outputs a voltage according to the velocity.
4. T 4. T 4. T 4. T 4. Test to measure velocity and distance by the est to measure velocity and distance by the est to measure velocity and distance by the est to measure velocity and distance by the est to measure velocity and distance by the device at RTRI device at RTRI device at RTRI device at RTRI device at RTRI To confirm precision of the Doppler laser-measuring device for speed and distance detection, we tested it on the loop line of RTRI and a high-speed rotating machine. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the test scene and the results of speed detection test respectively. Fig. 5 Test of two optical sensors test using high est of two optical sensors test using high est of two optical sensors test using high est of two optical sensors test using high est of two optical sensors test using high s p e e d machine and the distance on the loop line of RTRI. The testing condition by the high-speed rotating machine is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows two optical sensors, which are attached to the test vehicles on the loop line of RTRI. Fig. 7 shows the results of speed detection. The following effects were confirmed.
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(1) When running on a straight section, the device can measure velocity and distance at rail joints, points, and crossing rails. (2) The train speed almost agrees with detected velocity.
The device detects velocity accurately. (3) The device outputs that are adjustable to the revolution speed are increased up to 500km/h by the highspeed rotating machine. The target of the Doppler laser distance-measuring device was attained during the RTRI test. We tested the device, which has an aided compensation function, and the installation interval of the two sensors was extended to right and left 30-40mm. We confirmed the velocity and distance detection ability of the device in the field by using an electric inspection car of a conventional line mounted with the device. Fig. 8 shows the optical sensors mounted on the car. The following are an outline of these test results. Fig. 9 shows the probability density of measurement errors in an interval of ATS. We confirmed the affect of the systems through tests to prove that exact measurements of the running distance and velocity of the inspection car. R e f e r e n c e s R e f e r e n c e s R e f e r e n c e s R e f e r e n c e s R e f e r e n c e s 1) JNR : "Electric inspection car −an outline and data management−" 2) Kohida, T., Shimada, T., Satoh, Y. : "Pole position detecting by a Doppler laser distance measuring device", 1994 National Convention Record I.E.E.JAPAN ,1994 3) Yukino, K. : "Velocity and distance measuring system by a non-contact Doppler laser method ", automatic technology, 1985.5
